
WPSQ Karinya Outing 15 /02/2020
‘Green! green! it’s green, they say – on the far side of the hill.’ – and this side as well!
Green – a sight for eyes so long sore from brown, smoke, and dust – green along fourteen 
kilometres of the road through ‘Karinya’ where nine Upper Dawson Wildlife members met for 
lunch following a cuppa and meeting while waiting for the track to dry out a bit more.  

The three four wheel drivers slid us expertly through several muddy patches before one vehicle got  
stuck in an extra long damp patch on top of a ridge.  With sturdy snatch strap, the vehicle was 
hauled back while other members cleared a track around the bog on dry ground and proceeded to 
the end of a spur overlooking a creek and widening green valley hundreds of feet below. 
Spectacular! And Green! 

Below the spur, an almost conical outlier has survived the
aeons of water and wind erosion which have stripped off its
harder grey rock, leaving it looking rather vulnerable in its
crumbly yellow, pink & white surface.

Atop the colourful sandstone cliffs so typical of Isla Gorge,
ranging from grey to bright orange to stark white, the group
enjoyed lunch amid budgeroo, bloodwood, ironbark and grass trees recovering from a recent fire, 
only to be fascinated (and on one occasion, bitten) by a species of ant not known to any of us, which
had a sleek blue-metal body and mustard abdomen.  Disturbed by a boot scraping away a clump of 
mostly dead spinifex, a few of these ants ventured out somewhat dazedly, apparently only wanting 
to be left alone. It was hard to imagine what an ant would find to eat on the stony earth of the ridge. 

There were no bird or insect sounds in the burned-out bush, but a whistling kite could be seen far 
below, lazily scanning the tree-lined creek and grassland.  Beyond the creek, on the foothills of a far
spur, a dull green patch of softwood scrub has remained intact, perhaps sheltered by the cliff 
curving behind its western flank. Bright green foliage of both narrow and broad-leaved bottle trees 
emerged like green mushrooms on a carpet of duller green. Elsewhere, the vegetation was mostly 
eucalypt, giving way to cleared grassy country on the more gentle slopes.

On the way back, we stopped beside some massive ‘yellow jacket’ 
trees to look at our lunchtime spur from another angle, only to find 
that beneath where we’d been standing was one of those grey 
‘flying buttresses’, arching out over a white hollow through the end
of the spur, and behind it another pale gold hollow through which 
we could see the valley beyond. Another of those amazing arches 
that occur in many places in this amazing Gorge.

In brilliant sunshine, we set out
for the homestead, only to discover that, part-way along the track,
one of those ‘blue-sky’ clouds had dropped enough moisture to
make for slithery driving.  

Must’ve been more rain sometime in the past for our drivers to
have learned such skill on muddy roads.  We made it back after
another great outing in the bush.

Visitors are always welcome on our outings, just to enjoy the
wonderful landscapes outside our doorstep. 
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